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Abstract 

Experiences of AJ. technology application in engineering domain are discussed and illus
trated by several demonstrative examples. Economic aspects of development are also 
considered. 

Keywords: : AI technology application, engineering knowiedge formalization, knowledge 
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Expert system can to solve of a domain 
based on the knowledge of a (several) domain expert(s) and an inference 
engine which is able to follow even the expert's way of thinking. 

The knowledge base involves domain knowiedge elements that can be 
stored up in many ways. Most of the systems in engineering domain are 
rule based ones, i.e. knowledge is represented by 'if... then ... ' type of 
rules. 

The function of the inference engine is to revive the formalized knowl
edge elements. It is obvious to use one of the well-known logic programming 
languages as implementation language, but for getting more efficient sys
tems often numerical languages are preferred. This latter may restrict a 
bit the form of the questions to put, but the promptness of the answers 
can compensatethe user abundantly for this disadvantage. 

The most popular expert system tools are the shells (considered to 
be domain independent knowledge processing devices) that furnished by 
domain knowledge and specific inference engine information result in an 
expert system of the given domain. This implies the usual attitude of 
outsiders: if one has a. suitable shell then 'only' some knowledge represen-
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tation work is left to the expert. Anybody who has ever tried this knows 
that here is the bottleneck today, Le. we are not able to formalize our 
expert knowledge in rules without any methodology which needs applying 
special organization methods. This short article gives a summary of our 
observations in expert knowledge representation. 

2. Modelling 

One of the most important problems in applied research is the selection of 
a suitable model - even at the expense of compromises - according to 
solvability aspects. Fig. 1 illustrates what we mean by this statement. It 
compares pure- and applied research with respect to their working meth
ods. Fig. 1a shows a modelling strategy of pure research: it takes only 
the problem itself into account and declares itself to be independent of 
later possible solution methods. The branching outs represent problems 
generated by previous ones. The typical method of applied research is 
represented by Fig. lb. The converging lines refer to an expected fruitful 
ending that is necessary within reasonable time. Expert system develop
ment can essentially be considered as applied research, and its effectivity 
depends on the variety of expert system tools (artificial intelligence models, 
shells, etc.) developed in pure research. 

Problem ln 

c) 

Model 1 

Model 2 

@ 
Reol 
problem 

Model m=~=~iiO>"-
Known solution 
method b) 

Fig. 1. Scheme of pure and applied research 
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The domain expert plays a key role during development, both in prob
lem modelling and evaluating results as well. In the days when numerical 
problem solving was autocratic we used numerical languages for computer 
aided problem solving, and then also algorithm construction was essential 
in our work. The reason is that the expert knowledge of the given prob
lem was not able to be formalized without any structural change, i.e. the 
expert was usually unable to present his knowledge in a form suitable for 
formalization process. a part of his knowledge was well formalized, 
the other (unformalized) part was his meta knowledge, that is necessary 
to the application of the former one. 2 illustrates how large the for
malized part of the knowledge is in a certain engineering problem, namely 
in case of solitary basement design (a), to the about 
the of the former one (b). In textbooks there are a fevv 
lines of algebraic formulae related to solitary basement design, that is some 
formulae of controlling the related calculations. the other hand, the al
gorithm of the whole design process - the engineer's knowledge about the 
method of the design - is demonstrated by the flow chart. This exam
ple shows that constructing an algorithm is not the only way of problem 
solving. The interaction of a formalized problem solver and the natural 
intelligence usually seems to be a more efficient device than algorithm con
structing. 

By now it is the reality that practical problem solving methods can 
be completed by methods of artificial intelligence. Artificial intelligence 
methods make possible to solve intellectual problems that do not have 
any predetermined solution method. Although artificial intelligence sys
tems are strongly attached to formal logic that has been known for 2500 
years, its methods went through a tremendous development during the 
recent decades, SHIRAI (1987). If a problem can be formalized in first
order predicate logic, then only the premises have to be taken into ac
count, and from the collection of inference rules the modus ponens is 
sufficient to be used so that the problem could easily be solved. An 
analogous statement holds in case of theorem proving, where the typ
ical question is: whether a certain sentence of a Chomskyan grammar 
(algebraic formula) is correctly formed. In this latter case the inference 
rules of the system are the production rules of the Chomskyan gram
mar. Fig. 3a shows a simple formal logical inference, while Fig. 3b is 
a micro-PROLOG program which decides if a certain sentence represent
ing a ceiling constructed by beams and linings is correct or not. Solu
tion methods based solely on certain facts belong to this problem cate
gory. 

If a problem is more complicated, that means a large number of state
ments representing knowledge, then this set of statements will be incon-
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sistent and incomplete without using any testing method. We have the 
same difficulties with logical modelling that we had with numerical prob
lem solving 25 years ago. We have to invent the methods which applied 
suitably result in a consistent and complete knowledge base of a formal 
system. 

M~ :: M1-tH2 

Mz::Mz ... tH, 

N :: N.,.G 

li :: .!2.! M1:!: rvh 
A K, Kz 

Ell: = +1 
EL2 =-1 

51grna: = N/section+ EL~7t-;v11JK1 +EL2*M2/K2 

a) 

Fig. 2. Solitary basement design: the formulae of mechanical calculations (a) the for
malized knowledge and the algorithm of the design process (b) 
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+ the paverrlent is v/et - it rains 

+ it rains 

+ the pavement is i1vet 

( a) 

((NTRM (ceiling») 

((NTRM (beam))) 

((NTRM (lining))) 

((NTRM (inner part)) 

((NTRM (field 1))) 

(field 2))) 

(( --+( ceiling)(beam inner-part 

((--+(inner part)(field 1»)) 

(( --+(inner part)(field 

(( --+(field 1 beam 

(( -,(field 2)(lining») 

(( -+(fie!d 2)(field 2 beam lining») 

(( --+(lining)(EB60 /19))) 

(( --+(lining)(EB30/19))) 

(( -";(beam)(E7-24») 

S. Forma! deduction by the rule modus ponens 

3e Hov; Can a Consistent 
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Problems of the engineering domain can be solved by solv
ing methods provided that an adequate model of the system can be for
malized. Nevertheless, those problems cannot be easily recognized, the 
associated knowledge of which is easily representable by a well structured 
set of rules. We show a knowledge base, as a demonstrative example, on 
civil engineering geology which is to determine names of eruptive rocks. 
These names depend on the mineral constituents and the structure of the 
rock. Fig. 4. shows the Rosenbusch-Schafarzik table that obviously reflects 
consistent and complete knowledge not involving any uncertainty. 

This rock identifier system was written in MPROLOG ES 
Projects (1986). The name and the structure of the rock is combined 
in the STRUCTURE relation, while the same name and the list of its 
mineral constituents are combined in the MINERALS relation, which pair 
of relations create the 'world'. If the STRUCTURE and the MINERALS 
relations hold for a given rock, then its name, its structure and the list 
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Mineral K-feldspar 
I 

N a-Ca-feldspar 
I 

-

Rock quartz - quartz - I olivin 

eff11sive riolite I trachite dacite 
I 

andesite basalt i limburgite 

druse I aplites, pegmatites I -
I I peridotite 

abyssal I granite 

I 
sienite grano-diorite diorite gabbro wehrlite 

piroxenite 

Fig. 4. Table of eruptive stones (a simplified version of the Rosenbusch-Schafarzik 
table) 

of its mineral constituents are interrelated. Fig. 5 shows the MPROLOG 
program of the eruptive rock identifier. 

As a consequence of our experiences we can state that the knowledge 
that can be summarized in a table can also be expressed in rules. We 
prepared several other logical systems like the rock identifier so far that 
can also be considered as knowledge bases, for example: fire protection 
distance determination, rivet/screw axes arrangement, classifying concrete 
by testing pieces made of fresh concrete mixture. We have to stress here, 
that programming is just a routine work in these examples, but transform
ing unstructured expert knowledge into a well structured representational 
form is worth mentioning. 

Expert systems usually deal with uncertain knowledge. The problems 
discussed previously do not fall under this category, so ,ve might as well 
construct algorithms to solve them. Nevertheless, forming intelligent sys
tems in these cases can be explained by the fact that any kind of question 
can be to the relations comprising the knowledge base. 

4, 

Among rule based systems dealing with uncertain knowledge there are nu
merous expert systems performing diagnostic tasks (MYCIN, LITO, 
BONNET (1982)). Another representative of these systems is the one devel
oped by the Hospital of Szekszard (Hungary). We also developed a system 
like this for geotechnical reasoning of building damages. The knowledge 
covered by this system can be expressed in a table-like form. For every 
statement describing the state of the building and its environment there 
are attached additional information connecting the possible reason of the 
noticed damage type with the statement in question classified in one of the 

I 

j 
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rock (X,Y,Z):-
structure (X,Z), mineral (X,Y). 

rock (X,Y,Z):-
structure (X,Z), mineral (X,Y), part (Y,U). 

structure (granite, crystalline). 
structure (sienite, crystalline). 
structure (grano-diorite, crystalline). 
structure (diorite, crystalline). 
structure (gabbro, crystalline). 
structure (peridotite, crystalline). 
structure (wehrlite, crystalline). 
structure (piroxenite, crystalline). 
structu re (aplites, porphyritic-crystalline). 
structure (pegmatites, porphyritic-crystalline). 
structure (riolite, porphyritic). 
structure (trachite, porphyritic). 
structure (dacite, porphyritic). 
structure (andesite, porphyritic). 
structure (basalt,porphyritic). 
structure (limburgite, porphyritic). 
minerals (granite, [quartz, K-feldsparJ). 
minerals (sienite, K-feldsparJ). 
minerals (grano-diorite, [quartz, N a-Ca-feldspar}). 
minerals (diorite, [Na-Ca-feldspar]). 
minerals (gabbro, [Na-Ca-feldspar, olivinJ). 
minerals (peridotite, [olivinD. 
minerals (wehrlite, [olivinJ). 
minerals (piroxenite, [olivinJ). 
minerals (aplites, 0). 
minerals (pegmatites,O). 
minerals (riolite, [quartz, K-feldsparJ). 
minerals (trachite, [K-fe!dsparJ). 
minerals (dacite, [quartz, Na-Ca-feldspar]). 
minerals (andesite, [N a-Ca-feldspar]). 
minerals (basalt, [Na-Ca-feldspar, olivin]). 
minerals (limburgite, [olivin D. 
element (X,[XIYj). 
element (X,[XIY):-

element (X,Z). 
part ([XIY),Z):-

element (X,Z), part (Y,Z). 
part (Q,X). 

Fig. 5. Program test of the stone identifier 
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following categories: 'it can be a reason of the damage', 'it cannot be ex
cluded as a reason of the damage', 'it cannot be the reason of the damage', 
etc. 

A well structured expert knowledge was available to build up this 
knowledge base, REDEY (1989). The geotechnical knowledge fragment that 
does not involve any uncertainty could easily be represented by an MPRO
LOG program driven by the MPROLOG SHELL (SzKI). Some parts of 
this consistent and complete knowledge fragment can be seen in Fig. 6, 
REDEY (1989). Another fragment of the same expert kll.owledge, making 
use of the facilities supporting inexact reasoning, vms also represented in a 
rule based expert system shell GENESYS (SzAMALK), GENESYS (1987), 
(also prepared to use algorithmic routines 'ivritten in C). According to our 
experiences, the monomaDiac use of logic programming languages is not 
always worth the trouble in expert system implementations, that is tak
ing the present computer capacities into account, systems efficient enough 
and capable to ans-vvers saying more than trivialities cannot be imple
mented in logic programming or applicative/functional (LISP) 
languages. 

to the 

... D::..n expert vias developed making uSe of the experiences outlined 
above covering a problem arising in the building industry, namely auto
matic information retrieval from the Hungarian Building Code. The 
est problem "','le had to face was the organization of research and develop
ment. 

e:X:D'~r1;lSe of this domain means some kind of decision makirlg, 
satisfies the of the Code 

to information obtainable fron} cadastral maps, 
plans of building sites, architectural plans, etc. These conclusions are made 

the officials in charge of building at local authorities on the basis of the 
Code and several other orders of the Government. It is obvious 

that an system like this can not be used by totally uninitiated people: 
the user is supposed to be perfectly aware of the current concepts of the 
system and the competence of its knowledge .. Consequently, this expert 
system cannot be considered as any substitute of the officials involved in 
this work, that pours permissions automatically. It can be, however, an aid 
that forces the user working at a local council and having some technical 
qualification to answer systematically the questions the system puts, and 
that points out the unsatisfied requirements every time untiringly. The 
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Fig. 6. Derivation tree parts of the ES for building damages 
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revision of the results is still left to the intelligence and expertness of the 
official. Hence, this expert system of the Building Code plays the same role 
in supporting the building authorities in decision making as CAD plays in 
design. 

There is another system in Hungary (JIR, a legal information sys
tem), KOVACS (1985), SEPRom (1985a-c), VARKONYI (1985), supporting 
legal decision making, similar to the expert system of the Building Code. 
It is implemented in an imperative language. It also has a micro version, 
certain parts of which are written in TURBO PROLOG. According to or
ganizational experiences, DEscHAMPEs (1987), the following stages can be 
distinguished if an expert system is to be developed using a lengthy textual 
knowledge base structured into decimally labelled chapters, subchapters, 
paragraphs and subparagraphs: text searching system, decision graph rep
resentation of the knowledge, rule based system using (possibly) a special 
inference engine. The following sections discuss these stages in detail. 

5.1. Text Searching System 

The system performs something more than a fully interactive index (i.e. 
concordance) of the words (synonyms are contracted and non-relevant 
viOrds deleted, etc.) occurring in the text. Concepts (descriptions) selected 
from the index and also their combinations with usual logical connectives 
(and, or, etc.) can be searched, and the associated paragraphs, where they 
were found (which are considered to be the least text units) are displayed 
(Fig. 7). A system like this can be an efficient aid to people who are 
to transform the content of a text into a decision graph or rules of 'if ... 
then ... ' type. 

The text searching system is also involved in the expert system as a 
help function, because the user may need every now and then the exact 
text of the Qu.rlJD.g session. Intervievis vvith local au.thorLty officials 
convinced us about the necessity of this kind of systems. This one was 
tested by the local councils of Bacsalmas and Szentes. 

5.2. The System Covering the Authorization of Civil 
Building Activities ]V[ oddled by Decision Graphs 

Alphanumeric data input is commonly needed during a computer session. 
For practical reasons questions concerning these data inputs are put in 
a predetermined sequence. This kind of data collecting system (question 
net) is implemented in the shell GENESYS, ASZALOS (1986), GENESYS 
(1987). A similar question net, a directed acyclic graph, is represented in 
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ORszAGOS EPITESOGYI SZABN.. Y2AT rAAGysz6 VlSSZAKERES6 PROGRAM 
Epitestudomanyi Intezet, Budapest (c) 1987. 

r-------------l' Szabalyzat szovege 

I T argyszavak 

443 kGrt6keresztmetszet 
444 kurt6magassag r 

Kijeloit largyszavak 

epGlet ~ hom!okzat 11 b. 
lavolsag 52b. I 445 

445 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 

Fl 

kGszob 
kut lak6szoba 

kutat6hely 
labazatok OSSZESEN 
lakas 
lakasbajarat 
lak6egyseg 
lak6slate, 
lakoepiilet 
!ak6heiyiseg 
lak6 
lak6kocsi 
lak6konyha 
lakossag 
lak6szoba 
lak6tari.ila! 

Help F2 SZo F3 Bakez Up,Dn PgUp,PgDn 

ORszAGOS EP[TESOGYI SZAsAL 'fZi'ITT ARGYSZ6 VISSZAKERES6 PROGRAM 
Epitestudomanyi Intezet. Budapest (c) 1987. 

Szabalyzat sz6vege 
18. § 

20 b. 

2b. 

Ins,Del 

(3) A lak6terulet t6mbtelken az epUlelekerClZ epitmenyek koz6tt megengedett legkisebb tavolsag es 
a benapozott homlokzatokra e16irt tavolsag megtartasaval, tovabbillak6szobankent (ket 
kisszobankent) legaJabb 14 m2 niivenyzettel fedett kert l<ialakitasaval szabad emelye7.ni. 

Fl Help F2 Szo F3 Bekez Up,Dn PgUp,PgDn Home, End 

Fig. 7. Displays of the text searching system 
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Question net Notebook 

8. Decision schelne and its realization 

the system processing the of the modelled 
decision graphs (Pig. 8). 

Knowledge representation in decision graphs yields a well structured 
data collecting system, and it also helps to construct a consistent and 
complete set of rules for the knowledge base of an intelligent system. If 
the knowledge does not contain any uncertainty, as in our case, then there 
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is no point in developing an artificial intelligence system, because it is 
unnecessary and destroys efficiency at present average computation speeds. 
Our system, that is by now on the market, is written in PASCAL. 

The knowledge extractable from written information (of standards, 
textbooks, literary works) is always incomplete. These texts are both 
without certain evident information, and without the knowledge (meta 
knowledge) that supposed to be used to connect given knowledge ele
ments. (Evident information is, for instance, that in Hungary the sun 
shines from the south, not1i1rithstanding that the order prescribes the light
ing of the Some lacking meta knowledge could be the way the 
official searches/applies information in the Code and as he authorizes an 
object.) Now it is obvious that a extended this would 
be much leJlgthJter than the pJ:iesE;nt one. These kinds of facts ~yveI"e used 
U1Jlrl:ng de:ve;iopr:nent as of the official civ·il bUlilclin.g 
activities which completes the knowledge given in text form. These results 
could not have been achieved without the continuous support of architects 
working at local authorities and senior experts of Building Code. 

Some decisions Can successively be made based on the answers to the 
questions which are to in the nodes of the question net (directed graph) 
that standardizes the working method of officials using the system. As soon 
as the last question is answered the plan of a building can be authorized 
in a relatively objective way. The program follows a certain route on the 
directed graph in a given case the technical content of which is very simple: 
it always starts from the same node, and input data determine exactly the 
possible moves. Activities which are to be performed at a node can be given 
by the same algorithm at any stage. Fig. 9 shows the record structure of 
this algorithm. The system was tested by the city councils of tla,es:ai:m,3B, 
Budapest XX., Esztergom, Pees Szeged, Szentes and Veszprem. 

5.3. The Rule Based System 

If expert systems are to be produced in a large scale, then it would be 
favourable if the information recorded on different data storing media (like 
books, standards, human brains, programs, etc.) could be processed with
out any need of comprehension and adequate rearrangements. In other 
words, automatic generation of 'rules' from textual knowledge would be 
desirable. This is, however, a rather difficult question that is still unsolved, 
even if it is referred so as if any resolution had been reached, SIEGEL (1988). 
Some real achievements would be obtained if certain restrictive sentence 
standarruzations were to be introduced at the drafting stage of the edition. 
In our experimental systems sentences were rewritten in a formalized way 
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ALGORITHM 

Print starting page 

Until identification succeds or new session 

No 
Initialization Identification, state 

restoration of session 
Initializations of loops 

Putting the questions until end is encountered 

Locate question I note preparation 

NQ--2ata input? Yes 

Display question for data input 

~Menu? Yes 

~ 
c 
(!) 
\f) 

o 
u 

\-g 
I~ 

Construction of menu text 

N~~U text~es 
Error message, Display menu I input 
end selection 

~ ~ ~ ~ j J Fl F2\F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 

0) 

c 
.12 
Vi i!! (!) 

.12 e-

~\§ 
- Cl. 

'§l~ Cl. Cl. 

Fig. 9a. The algorithm of the activities performed at any node 

to get statements that could be transformed to rules. This method is not 
likely to be useful in large scale expert system production, but it is still 
suitable in scientific research. 

We also have to mention the fact that the method previously dis
cussed was applicable to formulate rules within narrow limits only in the 
case of the Building Code. The consistent and complete knowledge base of 
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DATA STRUCTURE 

l.Question net 

I I l Unknown Previous I Next 
block block 

~/ ------ ----"5 I 
Continue Continue 

a. l. 10. 
.S 

I 

§ ~ u .~ "0 0 C C 
(!) tfl .2 I 15 :0 (!) 0 (!) .2 ::l (!) I c i:l 0 .~ 0 lil r::r u .2 tfl c 

.Q Q; I 
Q) c 0 c (!) Q) 

(5 C tfl (3 ::l :;: ::l ::l '0 ~ (!) c 0 :0 '0 
QJ lil ~ ~ ::l .S 0 r::r 

(!) 0 c .;; 
"0 C ...- Q) (!) (!; (!; 

"0 Qj ~ICI(!) 0. "2 (!) ~ a. 0 ~ a. 0 @I 0 > 0 0:: t u 0:: o ,«: :2: 0 w U :::J Z ~ Z Z ;?:' Z zj 

2. Text 

IQuestion for data input 

I Menu text (variable) 

I Note text 

IHelp text ~ 
~. ~--------------------~ 

3.Notes 

Q.J 
C 
0 

0 .~ 
c Q) C <IJ tflc 0 Ci; 
.~ C ::l (5 ::l ::lo :;: .2 c er 0·.;::: 
Q) tfl 'E QJ QJ x ·5 If] 
::l c 0. a. 0 0 «: 0 

0 
~ 

QJ ~::l 
U Z Z a.. er 

b) 

Fig. 9b. The record structure of the activities performed at any node 
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the intelligent system was extracted not directly from the Building Code 
itself, but from the decision graph set up on the same basis. We also have 
to point out that there is no need for dealing with uncertain knowledge in 
this system. Although, there are some references to uncertain knowledge 
handling in legal systems as well, DESCHAMPES (1987), the effective prob-
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Ft ,mill 

50 

10 
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Resea re h prototype (200 - 500 rules) 

/ 
5 years work of a researcher 

-6 years work of a researcher 

15 
Years 

Pig. 10. ES development expenses (HUF) versus time (year) 

lem solving of this kind does not allow any uncertainty, i.e. statements of 
a law are always considered to be firm as in our case. 

6. Analyzing Time Horizon and l!~i:na:nc:ial Parameters 

Time horizon and financial parameter estimation of expert system produc
tion is reliable after developing a great number of systems. We discuss these 
problems compared to data of references, WATERMAN (1986), and other 
partial information about systems realized fully or partially (Fig. 10). 
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Demonstration prototypes containing approximately 50 rules need, 
according to our observations, 2 months work of a researcher (1 person, 2 
months) and 200 thousand HUF income (without any investment, expenses 
of computer use involved). 

Research prototypes containing 250-500 rules need 10-15 years work 
of a researcher (5 persons, 2 years) with 10 million HUF income. 

Systems for sale (about 3000 rules, WATERMAN (1986)) need approx-
imately 30-35 years work a (5 persons, 6 year) 30 ml.!.llon 

income. 
Our system that also involves an intelligent demonstration prototype 

version, needed 6 years work of a researcher (2 persons. 3 years) with 6 
million income. 

caktilaiicms are pertorITted +-':>1,.,."", 

for every researcher into account that also involves compulie:r use expenses 
any nard,/iTalre i1lV€~stllD.ent. 

The results presented here took a long time work of a team. Our colleagues in the team 
were Dr. Georgieva Petranka-Zsid6 as researcher of intelligent systems, Erno Nagy who 
set up the decision graph and Ferenc Csizmas who made all programming work. Our 
special thanks are due to Janos Aszal6s for his invaluable advices. 

Among our other colleagues we shall specially acknowledge the generous help of 
Edit Santa-T6th, Zsuzsa Farkas, Dr. Peter Koch and Dr. Andras Doman. 

Our work was financed by the Department of Development/Ministry of Building 
and Urban Development and the Gl Program Department/State Office for Technical 
Development. 
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